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Gnoll Hunting Pack 
“One of the few things that will send a shiver down the spine of an elf are the howls of a gnoll hunting pack.” 

Albrecht of Durenburg 

Long before man polluted the world, the elves’ greatest enemies were the gnolls. For centuries, these two races 
warred to assert their dominance over the primal forests. Eventually the gnolls were driven out of the woods and 
onto the frozen steppes of the far north. There they abide to this day, a once great race broken into small clans and 
nursing an eternal enmity of the elves. 

It is said that these hardy steppes nomads can run for days without rest when hunting woolly mammoth or elves. It 
is certainly true that they are quick, well-organised and cunning. They live in a disciplined, clan-based society which 
holds that all other races are prey. 

Some of the human lords whose territories border the steppes have hired these brutal hunters to aid their factions 

by providing a plausibly deniable force to raid their competitors. 

The gnoll chieftain, Kurgan Elf-eater is typical of his kind. This fearsome foeman has proven to be a terror in battle, 
and hates elves with a passion, having watched his clan decimated by an elven mage as pup. He has risen to the 
position of pack leader through guile and savagery. His fellow hunters both respect and fear him because he rewards 
failure or disobedience with death. 

His second in command is a cunning hunter called Gorkan One-eye. Despite his handicap he is possibly the best 
archer in the pack and uses a captured elven war bow which he calls ‘Traitor’ and wields against its former masters. 

A pack leader lasts only as long as they can find food for their clan and their prime purpose is to hunt. That said they 
will not pass up the opportunity to raid a weak enemy. 

No people last that long against the elves without being able to inspire courage in the lowliest warrior or bring the 
powers of their ancestors to the battlefield. In the gnoll warband these are the shamans. Gnolls with the ability to 
master magic are identified at birth by the unusual amber colour of their eyes. They then endure decades of training 
that most of them do not survive. Those that do are cruel, scarred and with questionable sanity. Many only manage 
to go on through imbibing herbal concoctions.  

The heart of the warband though are the hunters. Hardy and ruthless, they are doughty fighters who will follow their 
pack leader into hell. However, they are unforgiving of failure, and a Pack Leader who makes too many mistakes may 
well find themselves on the menu. 

Many warbands have found and trained wolves to aid them in the hunt. A few have managed to train a dire wolf. 

 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Kurgan Elf-eater 

(Pack Leader) 

3+ +3 +2 +1 6+1” Shooting 8/9 Fighting 10 75 

Traits Equipment 

Berserk, Fearless, Hero [3 Hero Points], 
Leadership +2 

leather tunic, small shield,  

one-handed axe [Magic, Cursed], long 

bow 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Gorkan One-eye 

(Lead Hunter) 

4+ +2 +3 +1 6+1” Shooting 8/9 Fighting 10 61 

Traits Equipment 

Hawkeye, Hero [1 Hero Point], Leadership +1, 
Skirmisher 

leather tunic, small shield, one-handed 
axe, war bow (‘Traitor’) 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Pack Leader 3+ +3 +2 +1 6+1” Shooting 8/9 Fighting 10 58 
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Traits Equipment 

Fearless, Hero [2 Hero Points], Leadership +2 leather tunic, small shield, one-handed 
axe, long bow 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Lead Hunter 4+ +2 +3 +1 6+1” Shooting 8/9 Fighting 10 54 

Traits Equipment 

Hawkeye, Hero [1 Hero Point], Leadership +1, 

Skirmisher 

leather tunic, small shield, one-handed 

axe, long bow 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Gnoll Hunter 5+ +1 +2 +1 6+1” Shooting 8/9 Fighting 10 33 

Traits Equipment 

Skirmisher leather tunic, small shield, one-handed 
axe, long bow 

 Destiny FV SV Speed Move Armour Ratings Points 

Gnoll Shaman 4+ +1 +1 +1 6+1” Shooting 8 Fighting 9 30+ 

Traits Equipment 

Magical Talent [Adept], Miasma leather tunic, quarterstaff 

Magical Powers 

up to 48 points  

 

Options 

• A Pack Leader can choose any of the following additional Traits: Acrobatic (+8 points), Berserk (+7 points), 
Close Quarters Shooting (+5 points), Skirmisher (+3 points), Strong (+7 points), Tough (+5 points). 

• A Pack Leader may have a single Magic weapon (5.2.3, points cost depends on weapon) and a single weapon 
(which may be the same one) with a Property (5.2.4, points cost depends on Property). 

• A Pack Leader or Lead Hunter may exchange their leather tunic for brigandine (+2 points) or a mail shirt (+7 
points). 

• A Lead Hunter can choose any of the following Traits: Acrobatic (+8 points), Close Quarters Shooting (+5 
points), Fearless (+5 points), Uncanny Accuracy (+5 points).  

• A Shaman may take any of the following Traits: Dreadful (+10 points), Healer (+5 points), Numb (+10 points). 

• A Shaman may have a Focus (+7 points) and/or up to three Wards (5.3.2, points cost depends on Ward type). 

• A single gnoll may be afflicted with the Lycanthrope Trait (+10 points). 

• Any figure with a one-handed axe may exchange it for a long spear (no change in points cost) or a longsword 
(-1 point). 

• Any figure may exchange their long bow for a war bow (+7 points). 

• Any figure can take any of the following Traits: Climber (+5 points), Hawkeye (+7 points), Skirmisher (+3 
points), Stealthy (+5 points), Swimmer (+2 points), Tough (+5 points).  

• A gnoll warband can take up to three tamed wolves (+24 points each, 6.1) , and/or a single dire wolf (+30 
points, 6.2).  Any warband figure except for a shaman may be designated as the handler for one or more 
normal wolves; a dire wolf needs no handler. 

 


